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Oakland slowdown means backlog in Sonoma County Business
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County’s nonprofits
a billion-dollar sector

State
considers
per-mile
road fee
Panel studying plan to
replace gas tax with usage
charge has first meeting
By PAUL ROGERS
S A N J O S E M ERCU RY N EWS

CHRISTOPHER CHUNG / The Press Democrat

Child care provider Enedina Reyes congratulates 2-year-old Sarahy Argota on completing a puzzle last week at La Luz in Sonoma.
La Luz is a social services organization that primarily serves the Sonoma Valley immigrant community.

1,375 organizations, fueled by donors, work to meet needs of many
By MARTIN ESPINOZA

C

preparedness and relief, youth development,
civil rights and advocacy, or arts and culture,
Sonoma County has a nonprofit to address
the issue. Some rely almost exclusively on
government grants, while others have aggressive fundraising mechanisms that tap into
the county’s generous pool of big and small
private donors.
“One of the reasons we have such strong
nonprofits is because we have such generosity
from donors who are either on stage or behind
the scenes helping us,” said Todd Salnas, president of St. Joseph Health in Sonoma County.
St. Joseph Health operates both Santa Rosa
Memorial and Petaluma Valley hospitals, both
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hallenged by years of doing more with
less, the nonprofit sector is now thriving
in Sonoma County, where 1,375 organizations generate at least $1.2 billion in annual
revenue, employ more than 16,000 workers
and marshal an army of tens of thousands of
volunteers.
Hospitals and community clinics are the
largest sector in the local nonprofit world,
generating more than a half-billion dollars in
annual revenues, according to an analysis of
financial reports from nonprofits headquartered in Sonoma County.
The remaining $700 million is divvied up
between large and small organizations that
do everything from feeding and sheltering the
poor and homeless, housing runaway teens
and providing seniors with hot, delivered
meals.
Whether the need is medical or environmental research, human services, disaster
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DONORS: Some
of the ways and
reasons why
people give to
nonprofit groups
.
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RECIPIENTS:
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by
charitable giving.

More people are driving electric cars. Gasoline cars are getting better mileage. And California’s vehicles are causing less
pollution.
But all that good news is generating a major problem: As motorists buy less gasoline, state
gas tax revenues that pay for
roads have been
falling for a decade, leading to
more potholes
and traffic jams.
Now, in a
move that could
solve the problem — or cause
a political pile- Jerry
up — state of- Brown
ficials have be- Governor seeking
gun to seriously new way to pay
study a plan to for road upkeep
replace California’s gas tax with a fee for each
mile motorists drive.
“We’re going to have to find
another way to finance the upkeep of the roads,” Gov. Jerry
Brown said earlier this month
in rolling out his 2015 budget,
noting that California has a
$59 billion backlog of maintenance needs on state highways
and bridges.
Brown gave no specifics. But
last fall he signed a law that
set up a commission to study a
“road usage charge” and establish a pilot program by Jan. 1,
2017. The 15-member commission had its first meeting Friday
in Sacramento.
The idea is far from reality,
but it’s raising a hornet’s nest
of practical and political questions, from how government
would track the miles to what
happens when people drive out
of state or on private roads.
But it is gaining momentum.
This year, Oregon is beginning
a test program in which 5,000
volunteers will pay 1.5 cents per
mile driven, and be refunded
each month what they paid under the state’s 30-cent gasoline
tax. Colorado and Washington
state also are studying similar
pilot programs.
TURN TO ROAD, PAGE A9
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Vatican revisits role of divorced Catholics
Church weighs its treatment
of millions of faithful whose
marriages have split apart
By MICHAEL PAULSON
N E W YOR K TI M E S

DAMON WINTER / New York Times

Holy Communion at Holy Name Church in New York. Some divorced
Catholics say they feel judged and cut off from treasured sacraments.

Mark Garren does not take
Communion when he goes to
church. Sometimes he walks up
to the priest, crosses his arms
over his chest and touches his
shoulders to signal that he is
seeking a blessing. More often,
mindful of his divorce years ago,
Garren, a 64-year-old Illinoisan,

remains in his pew, watching
with slight embarrassment as
the rest of the row moves to the
front of the church.
Pamela Crawford, 46, of Virginia, is having none of that.
Twice divorced, she, too, feels
judged by her church, but when
she does go to Mass, she walks
up with the rest of the congregation. “If God has a problem with
me taking Communion, we’ll
sort it out,” she said.
Facing millions of divorced
Catholics around the world,
many of whom express frustraTURN TO VATICAN, PAGE A10

POLAR BEARS HEAT UP ICE:
Kerry Benefield on SRJC’s
hockey team, which is
racking up wins, fans / C1
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